This book is a funny, compelling exploration of love, surfing and the everyday, even when life proves as uncompromising as the wave. 

"The author has a great feel for people! As a result, the reader gets to know a collection of fascinating characters: surf stars, expats, and environmentalists, to say nothing of the creatures of the sea! Mr. Heller's colorful and informative paean to humility belongs on the bookshelves of kooks and surf gods alike." - The East Hampton Star.

About the Author:
I had watched the seal catch two waves. Now his head popped up beside me where I sat on my board. I almost fell off in surprise. "Hi," I stammered. He blinked, unafraid and curious. Oh, man, I thought, he wants to be my friend. "Right?"

More than 40 catch a wave book at pleasant prices up to 32 USD ✔

Fast and free worldwide shipping! ✔

Frequent special offers and discounts up to 70% off for all products! ✔

Catch a wave book - 40 products on Joom.

If you're looking for high-quality and affordable catch a wave book - you'll find the best catch a wave book at great prices on Joom - from 24 to 32 USD. A wide range of available colours in our catalogue: Black, Gray, White, Red, Gold, Blue, Coffee, Purple.

Only high-quality materials: Alloy, Metal, Glass; and popular brands: Podofo, Xiaomi, Yonis.

Our advantages:
- Easy and fast returns.
- If you're not satisfied with the quality of catch a wave book you've received - please contact our support.

Catch a Wave With 4 Chunky. Author: Golden Books.

SpongeBob is celebrating his tenth anniversary with a surfing spectacular, and this totally awesome coloring book, featuring chunky crayons, will prove that he is still the zaniest sponge in the sea. GET BOOK!

Catch a Wave Teacher's Guide. Author: Victoria Sherrow.

4 Types of Sentences flip book...and snow! My students were giddy this morning when everyone woke up to the first snow of the season here in Kansas! It wasn't much, but enough to get everyone excited.

So when we did this little activity about the 4 types of sentences today, (declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, & imperative) we wrote our 4 sentences about snow! I introduced the 4 types and then the students put the flip book together. Under each flap they wrote that type of sentence. One of my students was very excited about the book. "Oh, I love it!"

Catch a Wave book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Surf's up! Come learn about some of the legends of this sport, its dangers, and more. 

Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking Catch a Wave: The Story of Surfing Beginning Book with Online Access as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read.